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OUR PURPOSE OUR STRATEGY

Our goal here at Love Does is to transform
lives with lasting love. We have been working
to provide education and fight for human
rights in conflict zones throughout the
world. With your help to make it possible, we
have schools, orphanages, and safe homes
in Nepal, Uganda, Somalia, India, Congo and
Afghanistan. By seeking out the needs of the
people and expanding and growing based
on those needs, we hope to make a lasting
impact in many people’s lives.

In our work in conflict zones and developing
countries, we begin by working with locals,
who know the most about the true needs,
and leaders who can help guide and assist
us in implementing the most effective
programs. We ask first what the best way is
to help, and then we take action. We believe
this method assures the best value not only
for those benefiting from the programs, but
also the donors supplying the funds.
We are committed to this wholeheartedly.
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THE POWER OF EDUCATION 

C U L T U R E . U K  |  H I @ C U L T U R E . U K

Education is one of the most effective, long term ways to build peace. If the kids at our schools
know peace and love and hope, we believe they will give that back to those around them.

Oftentimes, what individuals bring into adulthood is what they experienced as children. By investing
in long term goals for these children, together we can create a long lasting change in areas plagued

by conflict.  
 

To accomplish these goals, we purposely choose areas impacted by conflict and build schools. We
assemble a team of amazing teachers who are passionate about taking care of the next generation
and leading their countries forward. Then, we aim to equip the students with skills like leadership,
peacebuilding and entrepreneurship so they can enter adulthood with a strong sense of who they

are and contribute to their amazing communities.
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This is a time of uncertainty and change, but

throughout it all, we have seen so many incredible

examples of just how connected we really are and

how much unity and hope matter. We have seen

more kindness, more consideration, more respect

and love. Each of you are such wonderful examples

to us of how much hope there is, of people reaching

out to each other and being a force of love in

action. 

 

THANK YOU FOR BEING A PART OF THE LOVE
DOES FAMILY!
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A  Y E A R  W E  W I L L  R E M E M E B E R   



COVID-19  UPDATE 

C U L T U R E . U K  |  H I @ C U L T U R E . U K

Pay all of our teachers and staff in each of the countries we work
Provide food, soap and cleaning supplies to 1,200+ vulnerable families in Nepal
Provide food, soap, and medical supplies to all of our students and their families in Afghanistan
Extra food and supplies to our students in India and other vulnerable families in the area
Give extra support to our 100+ staff and teachers in Uganda
Provide food for 5,608+ vulnerable people in Gulu, Uganda
Distribute distance learning materials to young students in the Gulu region
Provide sanitizer for prisons and medical facilities in Gulu, Uganda
Distribute a container full of 287,000 meals in Mogadishu, Somalia
Send a container of 287,000 meals to  Goma, Democratic Republic of Congo

In each country that we work, there have been different regulations set out by the government in response to the coronavirus outbreak, and
we have taken action to protect our students and teachers and reduce risk. In some of the countries we work, schools have been allowed to
reopen, and we have send our students and staff back with increased sanitation and caution. For the places that are still restricted, we have
supported them all with distance learning curriculums as well as food and medical supplies. We are keeping in close communication with all
of our teams and staff to make sure everyone is taken care of and safe. The supplies, wages and care that you have provided have made an
incredible impact!

With your support we have been able to:

 

19,183 People Served
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U G A N D A

U G A N D A

1 ,600 Nursery, primary, and

secondary students at

the Love Does school

1 15 Local jobs provided for

teaching and

administrative staff

167 Women and men

enrolled in our school at

the local prison

171
Traditional Healers

attending literacy

classes

14 Students attending

university

27 Girls in safe houses

in Kampala
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This year, we have been so impressed and grateful for our incredible students, staff and all
of the people at our projects in Uganda. We are so proud of their innovation, resilience and
determination to make the best of these uncertain times, and it has been an honor to stand
alongside them and offer extra support throughout the year. Though we greatly miss the
days where students filled all of the desks, and laughter and games filled up the campus
between classes, we have still seen encouraging progress and new additions to our
programs. 

At Restore Leadership Academy, we finished construction of our new nursery school,
located on our primary school campus. Restore Academies now have students from 3-20
years old, and it is such a joy to see them all grow and learn throughout their years with us.
We also built a brand new library and medical clinic on our secondary school campus, and
know what a valuable resource both will be when all of our students are back on campus! 

Our final year students (the last year of primary and secondary school) were able to come
back to campus to study for their national exams so that they can be eligible for graduation
this year. They were all so excited to be back on campus, and all stayed healthy and happy
throughout their term. For all of our students who were not able to come back on campus
this year, our staff distributed monthly packets of notes for them to keep up with their
studies and stay connected. We were so impressed by all of their dedication and hard work
to make it all happen! 

Lastly, following the nationwide lock down in March, our team began working with the
local district officials to identify and supply food aid to the most vulnerable families in the
community. Thanks to all of your generosity, much needed food and supplies were
distributed to thousands of members of the community around our school, and we are all
so grateful!
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S O M A L I A

S O M A L I A

287K Meals given

16
Women and girls living

in our safe house and 62
others recieved services

20 Babies in our Baby Home and

21 others who recieved

services 

01 New school started
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This year, we reached our goal of sending one million meals to Somalia! In total, we have supplied

and distributed 1,198,000 meals, and they have been an amazing resource to help the local

community and families in the nearby IDP camps during these tough times. 

We were every excited to finish the construction of our Girls Leadership Academy in Mogadishu

this year. Our team has now begun the recruitment process to enroll 200 girls, and the Academy

will begin with a pilot program in early 2021. 

We are encouraged and grateful for all of the care and services provided by our baby home and

safe house this year. Not only are they incredible homes full of love and support, but they are an

invaluable resource to the local community and hospitals.



N E P A L

N E P A L
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This year we finished the construction of our new primary school in a community outside of Kathmandu. The
school teaches 5-6 primary level subjects and provides meals and supplies for all of the students each day. We
currently have 20 students enrolled and will continue to grow the school in 2021. 

The four girls in our home are all happy and doing well. They have been keeping up with their schooling
through online classes, and are all grateful to have the structure and normalcy that it brings. When they are not
studying or working on school work, they can be found doing arts and crafts, learning yoga, playing games and
listening to music. Their resilience and optimism has shown throughout, and we are always so proud of them!

In addition to helping the families at our projects, our team has been working hard to help out in the local
community. Many families rely on daily wages to provide for themselves, so we have been grateful to be able to
offer some extra support and supplies. We are so grateful to our team and to all of you who have reached out
and made this help possible!

20 Primary students at our

new school 

65 Students attending our after

school program 04 Girls in our home 

01 New school started  



A F G H A N I S T A N

A F G H A N I S T A N
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This year we finished the construction of our brand new school building! The students and staff love their
bright new space, and it has been a wonderful encouragement to them all throughout the pandemic. 

We were grateful and excited that our students were able to come back to school starting in August, and they
have been hard at work ever since. They are becoming excellent readers and are excelling in their classes, but
more than that, we are so impressed by their character and the encouragement and support they give each
other. They have created an incredible community together, and we cannot wait to keep cheering them on in
all they do!

10 Teachers and staff

80 Students attending our

school 



I N D I A

I N D I A
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Our friends in India have been greatly impacted by the virus, and our thoughts and hopes go out to them
all for a peaceful and healthy recovery soon. 

We have been working with our team there to distribute packages of food and sanitizer for the students
and families that attend our after school program, as well as the most vulnerable families in the
community. 

We are so grateful for your support in making this needed support possible! We will continue to work
closely with our team to help this community as it responds and recovers.



C O N G O

C O N G O
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Together with our wonderful friend Lauren Daigle and her foundation, the Price Fund, and in

partnership with Justice Rising, this year we built a brand new nursery and primary school for 300

students!

The school year began in October, and we were excited and encouraged to see the classrooms quickly

fill up with bright and eager students. Especially in these difficult times, we see how important it is to

protect children and how much value education has in transforming entire communities. Learning is

truly a gift, and you all have given so many students the opportunity of an excellent education. Thank

you!

143 Students attending our

school 10 Teachers and staff 

287K Meals sent  



At Love Does, we strive to be as careful as possible with every

dollar. To further that goal, we have a nonprofit called the Love

Does Parade. The Love Does Parade is a support organization to

Love Does that helps us to cover our overhead expenses. It is an

intentional way to make sure that each dollar you donate goes as

far as possible.  

Transparency is important to us. The Love Does Parade paves
the way for us to become more sustainable and to increase the
impact that each dollar has. 
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FRIENDS OF
LOVE DOES

RECURRING
GIVING 

Everything we do is made possible by
you — our loyal supporters, fundraisers,
and friends. This year, more than two
thousand of you joined together to
support our work.

Expanded to 1,200 members 

Represents $593,381 in annual recurring revenue for

international projects  
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C U L T U R E . U K  |  H I @ C U L T U R E . U K

We are thrilled and incredibly honored to be one of the chosen beneficiaries of the 2020 Aurora Prize. 
 

The Aurora Prize for Awakening Humanity is a global humanitarian award established to recognize modern day
heroes and the exceptional impact their actions have had on preserving human life and advancing humanitarian

causes in the face of adversity.
 

We are so encouraged to be a part of a collective movement of organizations focused on the spirit of generosity
and humanitarian action. We look forward to working together and using this prize to begin many new projects

this upcoming year in 2021. We cannot wait to share our plans with you, stay tuned!
 
 

2020 AURORA PRIZE  
2020 IMPACT REPORT



Provide food, medical supplies and aid to more than

19,000 people during the COVID-19 pandemic. 

Allocate funding for new projects that we have identified

to expand into in 2021.

Because of your generosity we were also able to:
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F I N A N C I A L S
IN  2020,  WE INVESTED $1 .44 MILL ION
TO FUND OUR INTERNATIONAL
PROJECTS



B R E A K D O W N  B Y  C O U N T R Y
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U G A N D A N E P A L S O M A L I A

A F G H A N I S T A N I N D I A C O N G O

$443,537 $41,216 $73,480

$259,963 $5,558 $203,884



S T A Y  C O N N E C T E D

S U B S C R I B E  T O  O U R  E M A I L S  O R
F O L LOW  U S  O N  S O C I A L  M E D I A .

WWW. LOV E D O E S .O R G

@LOVEDOES

http://instagram.com/lovedoes
http://facebook.com/lovedoes
http://twitter.com/lovedoes


This year, we simply want to say thank you. Thank you for loving and

advocating for our friends around the world. Thank you for taking

action. Thank you for giving, praying, and sharing. You are making a

difference and we couldn’t do any of the work we do without you.


